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There must be protection from radiation …… during pregnancy period ?

sound  prevention hazards unfavorable

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which word implies the meaning of “unrelated, out of place, or extraneous”?

irrelevant  logic combination  contradiction

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which word is a synonym for “remember”?

 recall reason premise propose

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A/An …… preson becomes angry or upset often and very suddenly?

unusual sensitive  creative unstable

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

“The feeling that you can do things well and that people respect you” is the meaning
of …… .

openness to experience  self- defeat

self- confidence trait

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

……….. occurs when a person combines all three cognitive processes at once-
fluency, flexibility, and originality.

deductive reasoning creative thinking

visual imagery active listening

6-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which one means “the process of choosing” 

decision making problem- solving

evaluation heuristics

7-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The research should provide valuable …… in to the nature of this social problem.

potential identification mindset  insight

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Mathematical and chemical formulas are ……?

bill climbing mean- ends analysis

algorithms hypotheses

9-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Women were …… for more freedom in the society.

striving uncertainty option minimizing

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Assumptions concerning good or bad, right or wrong are …… .

 insight  values results approaches

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which one means “relating to education”?

prospect previous academic quality 

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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You are really …… to be alive after accident?

 lucky involve freedom bond

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the meaning of “satisfy”?

to educate someone about an activity

 to train people for a profession or activity

to suggest a plan, idea, or action 

to please someone by giving him/her something he/she wants or needs

14-

1.

2.

3.

4.

What is the meaning of ‘motivation’ in farsi?

����� ���	
� ��� ���������

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which one means “closely connected”?

innate intimate ugly shame

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which one means “a mood state characterized by a sense of inadequacy, a decrease
in activity, and pessimism”?

 depression shame flee distress 

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which one foster unhappiness?

un known emotions neutral emotions

positive emotions  negative emotions

18-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is the meaning of “cognitive appraisal” in  Persian?

���� ���� �
���� ������� ����� �
�� �! ����� �������

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I felt a growing sense of peace and …… .

bewildering successive well-bing independent

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following is not considered an emotion

 joy  anger fear  thinking

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is important to exercise, but you need to know your …… .

causes handle strains  limits

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which one of the followings means “the ability to control impulsiveness by inhibiting
immediate desires”?

self- control self- support self-worth self-esteem

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Which one means “a person who is hard-working, ambitious and persistent”?

agreeableness conscientiousness

neuroticism openness to experience

24-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Freud said that most of our speech, thoughts, feelings or actions are motivated by
…… .

the conscious the unconscious

dreams the preconscious

25-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which one means “the study of the role psychological factors play in regarded to
physical health and illness”?

 health psychology clinical psychology 

developmental psychology social psychology

26-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is the meaning of “life style” in Persian? 

"�� # $"� �%�%&��"' �(�
� )�* �� �
�����

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following is considered an Axis II disorder?

 mental retardation depression

anxiety obsessive- compulsive disorder

28-

1. 2.

3. 4.

 …… are often called affective disorders?

somatofrom disorders  mood disorders

bipolar disorder eating disorders

29-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which one means “uneasiness of mind or body”?

destructive distinction discomfort harmful

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.

……. Can be seen in obsessive-compulsive personality disorder.

suggestible perfectionism submissive irresponsible

31-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She claimed that she had been ……. abused.

productive verbally inspire disgusting

32-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The word “therapy” is closest in meaning to …… 

disorder health well-being  treatment

33-

1. 2. 3. 4.

“The ability to share the feelings of others and understand their situations” means
…… .

empathy honestly  genuinely sensibility

34-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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 Humanistic approaches focus primarily on the …… .

future past

 present and future present

35-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of following implies any type of psychotherapy that works to restructure
irrational thought patterns?

cognitive therapy behavior therapy 

gestalt therapy client-centered therapy

36-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Negative automatic thoughts and overgeneralization is seen in …… patients.

phobic  addicted  depressed anxious

37-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which item means “get used to”?
 

 habituate extinction monitor realistic

38-

1. 2. 3. 4.

“Reward” in farsi means ……

+��,��� -�"'."*,�, �"	/0�# ��,�!

39-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the meaning of “deprivation” in  Farsi?

1��/
� ��(��234 ���#"&� 5��/�

40-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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